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ideas, beliefs, assumptions which influence crime prevention actions, but for which there is 
insufficient proof or evidence that they are true

Myths in crime prevention



a neighbourhood somewhat on the outskirts of town

significant trading activity: lots of stores, big and small

lots of parking space

marked rise of thefts from vehicles

city council wants to initiate an awareness campaign to make shoppers aware of the issue

Case A: theft from vehicles



Properties of a good campaign?

Awareness/information campaigns



Ideas for a campaign? 

Case A: theft from vehicles



How does it work?

Case A: theft from vehicles



Giving information = raising awareness

Raised awareness -> behaviour change

Two main assumptions



Rational choice

(Subjective) knowledge

Social norms

Emotions and state of mind (incl. psychology)

Group dynamics (peer pressure, group identity)

Planning

Ideological/cultural beliefs

How behaviour is made

Choice infrastructure, changing default

Informing people

Changing social norms

Emotive messages; mental health

Belonging; healthy socialisation







Awareness doesn’t work



Changing choice infrastructure works

Dutch safe home police certification: 

Awareness + financial incentive + obligation



Drugs and alcohol use abuse have negative consequences 
(crime, health, traffic)

Onset during adolescence

law enforcement teach young people a lesson

Case B: adolescent drug use



How is it supposed to work?

Case B: adolescent drug use



Why is it a myth?

Case B: adolescent drug use



Fear doesn’t work



“We conclude that programs like 'Scared Straight' are likely to have 
a harmful effect and increase delinquency relative to doing nothing 

at all to the same youths. Given these results, we cannot 
recommend this program as a crime prevention strategy. Agencies 

that permit such programs, however, must rigorously evaluate 
them not only to ensure that they are doing what they purport to 
do (prevent crime) - but at the very least they do not cause more 

harm than good to the very citizens they pledge to protect.” 
(Petrosino et al., 2004, p.8)

Fear doens’t work





EUCPN Mythbuster papers

1. Awareness-raising

2. Deterrence

3. Local prevention of serious and 
organised crime

4. Benefit-cost of crime prevention

5. Waterbed effect
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